Health and Wellbeing Development Day Mental Health, Wellbeing and Resilience

Don’t forget to like us on facebook to keep up to date with any events or updates from the
Public Health Team and the Health and Wellbeing networks.
www.facebook.com/healthyargyllandbute
www.healthyargyllandbute.co.uk
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Introduction
On the 7th of November 39 people, 7 of which were members of the
Health Improvement Team, attended a Health and Wellbeing
Development day on Mental Health, Wellbeing and Resilience.
A survey monkey was emailed out to all that attended, of the 39 sent to
19 completed the survey.
The survey consisted of 23 questions, which can be found here -

Attendees were from a varied background and experience in the topic.
The training was provided by an external trainer from Healthy Working
Solutions.
Background to the day
Learning Outcomes:
 Be more aware of attitudes and perceptions to mental health
 Have an increased knowledge of the most common mental health
problems that affect people
 Understand the links between pressure, stress and performance
and health
 Recognise the effects of stress on physical as well as mental
wellbeing
 Have a greater understanding of how to recognise and manage
 stress related behaviours
 Be aware of your own levels of stress and understand how to build
personal resilience
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Section 1
The first section of the questionnaire referred to whether participants agreed that the
training course met the learning outcomes. This consisted of 6 questions. The
option selections for the first 5 questions were:






Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither
Agree
Strongly Agree

Question 1 - Identified the key factors that contribute to attitudes and
perceptions in relation to mental health?




4 out 19 strongly agreed
13 out 19 agreed
2 out of 19 selected neither

Question 2 - Explained the links between pressure, stress and mental
health problems?




5 out 19 strongly agreed
11 out 19 agreed
1 out of 19 selected neither

Question 3 - Increased knowledge on the effects of stress on physical as
well as mental health?





8 out 18 strongly agreed
6 out 18 agreed
1 out of 18 selected neither
3 out of 18 disagreed

Question 4 - Increased understanding of how to recognise and manage
stress related behaviours





5 out 18 strongly agreed
9 out 18 agreed
2 out of 18 selected neither
2 out of 18 disagreed
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Question 5 - Measured personal resilience and helped understand how to
build your own resilience





7 out 18 strongly agreed
8 out 18 agreed
2 out of 18 selected neither
1 out of 18 disagreed

Summary Question 1 – 5
Comments of the three participants who disagreed in questions 1 to 5:




The course superficially met its aims however, it was very basic and not really
what I was hoping for.
Too generalized, just touched on the subject
It was too generic, there was not enough emphasis on the aims, and although
I am not from a mental health background, it was all standard common sense.
The only part that was of interest was on discrimination.

The chart to the displays the breakdown
for questions 1 to 5, as an average.






Strongly Disagree - 0
Disagree – 1.6
Neither – 1.6
Agree – 9.4
Strongly Agree – 5.8

9%
9%

31%

Strongly Disagree

Disagree
Neither
Agree

Strongly Agree
51%

Question 6 - In what way did the course meet or not meet its learning aims
(with reference to above if possible)
This was a free text question.
The four main themes were:





Good Workshop - 5
Too Generic - 4
Increased Knowledge - 5
It met is aims - 4

22%

28%

Good Workshop
Too Generic

28%

The four themes were quite evenly split.

22%

Increased
Knowledge
It met is aims

All text answers and table can be found in Appendix 1
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Section 2
This Section consisted of three questions. Two of those questions had a list of
options. Participants were asked to select three options.

Question 7 - What are the top three benefits you have gained from this
course?

16

14
12
10
8
6
4

2
0

Out of 17










Improved confidence to deal with issues - 4 out of 17
New ideas - 8 out of 17
Self-reflection/awareness - 15 out of 17
Improved Skills - 5 out of 17
Improved knowledge - 9 out of 17
Nothing - 3 out of 17
New contacts/networking - 8 out of 17
Other - 4 out of 17

Two of the three participants that selected ‘other’ selected disagree in section1.
Comments from those selecting ‘other’:
1) It highlighted that in the workplace I have existing knowledge.
2) New contacts I made will also be useful in hopefully setting up a Rural Health
& Well Being project aimed at farmers and crofters
3) some good grounding/relaxation techniques
4) information
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Question 8 - What are the top three ways you will apply the learning from
this course?
16
14
12
10
8
6
4

2
0
In my work
generally









In specific
part of my
work

In my
personal life

Training
others

Passing on
Improved Other (please
information to support to
specify)
others
colleagues
Out of 17

In my work generally - 11 out of 17
In specific part of my work - 3 out of 17
In my personal life - 15 out of 17
Training others - 5 out of 17
Passing on information to others - 8 out of 17
Improved support to colleagues - 8 out of 17
Other (please specify) - 3 out of 17

Comments from those selecting ‘other’:
1) See above re setting up of a rural health and well being campaign/project
2) Will help me to my job better, help me to support colleagues. Adding
discussion on Wellbeing to a team meeting next week
3) information sharing

Question 9 - In society/employment do you consider that we should
continue to increase the knowledge and understanding of stress and
mental health issues?
15 participants answered ‘yes’ for this question- For a full list please see appendix 2
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Section 3
The questions in section three were reflective of the trainer and the materials used.
Participants were asked to rate the trainers’ performance:





Poor
Average
Good
Excellent

Question 10 - How could you rate the presentation skills?





Poor – 1 out of 16
Average – 3 out of 16
Good – 6 out of 16
Excellent - 6 out of 16

Question 11 - How could you rate the pace of the course?





Poor – 2 out of 16
Average – 2 out of 16
Good – 7 out of 16
Excellent - 5 out of 16

Question 12 - How could you rate the knowledge of material?





Poor – 1 out of 16
Average – 2 out of 16
Good – 6 out of 16
Excellent - 7 out of 16

Question 13 - How could you rate the ability to lead discussions?
 Poor – 2 out of 16
 Average – 3 out of 16
 Good – 5 out of 16
 Excellent - 6 out of 16
Question 14 - How could you rate the Helping the group to work well

together?





Poor – 2 out of 16
Average – 4 out of 16
Good – 6 out of 16
Excellent - 4 out of 16
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Question 15 - How could you rate encouraging individuals to participate?
 Poor – 1 out of 16
 Average - 3 out of 16
 Good – 8 out of 16
 Excellent - 4 out of 16
Question 16 - How could you rate using appropriate methods to support

learning?





Poor – 1 out of 16
Average - 2 out of 16
Good – 6 out of 16
Excellent - 7 out of 16

Question 17 - How could you rate inclusive to everyone?
 Poor – 1 out of 16
 Average - 2 out of 16
 Good – 6 out of 16
 Excellent - 7 out of 16
Question 18 & 19 refer to the materials used
Question 18 - How could you rate relevant to your work/practice/need?
 Poor – 2 out of 16
 Average - 3 out of 16
 Good – 8 out of 16
 Excellent - 3 out of 16

Question 19 - Relevant to the course learning outcomes





Poor – 1 out of 13
Average - 2 out of 13
Good – 7 out of 13
Excellent - 3 out of 13

The chart to the right is an average of the
answers to questions 10 to 19.
Here we can see that predominately
people felt that the trainer and materials
were good, excellent or average.





Poor – 1.4
Average – 2.6
Good – 6.5
Excellent – 5.2

9%
33%

17%

Poor

Average
Good
Excellent
41%
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Section 4
Question 20 - Please add any other comments about the course
13 people included free text answers.
9
8
7
6

5
4
3
2
1

0
Enjoyed/interesting
day

Too busy

Didn’t Learn
anything new

Gained Knowledge

No handouts

Out of 13

The main feedback from the group in the main themes was that they enjoyed the
training and found it interesting.
Comments sent directly to the organiser of the course included:
Many thanks for organising a very interesting day. Please do send through the
powerpoint and associated exercises”
“Thank you a great course indeed”
A full list of comments can be found in appendix 3.

Section 5
In this section, participants were asked if they would like to be added to their local
Health and Wellbeing Networks mailing lists. Six new names have now been added.
Their details have been sent to the relevant coordinator.
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Appendix 1
Question 6 - In what way did the course meet or not meet its learning aims (with
reference to above if possible).
1) brilliant work shop
2) allowed me to take a step back and revaluate my stress and to better deal
with it
3) The course superficially met its aims however, it was very basic and not really
what I was hoping for.
4) I came away with more knowledge and understanding than when I went in.
5) Gave me a good overall understanding and increased my awareness
significantly
6) Excellent and interesting. Would be good to get the slides Interesting
statistics Exercise on own resilience great
7) I was extremely surprised by the resilience results. Not what I expected but
when I thought more about it, it was totally correct.
8) The supporting materials were good and the opportunity to discuss mental
health issues within a small group was useful.
9) There was a high level of attendance, which made it at times a bit impersonal
10) The course met all its learning aims as above
11) Too generalized, just touched on the subject
12) it was great, thanks
13) It was too generic, there was not enough emphasis on the aims, and although
I am not from a mental health background, it was all standard common sense.
The only part that was of interest was on discrimination.
14) The course highlighted perceptions of mental illness and the attitudes towards
people with a mental illness. It also identified common mental health problems
and how to recognise some of the signs and symptoms of these.
15) The course met is learning aims in terms of increasing knowledge for me.
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Good
Workshop
1

Too Generic

Increased Knowledge

It met is aims

1

2
3

1

4

1

5
6

1
1

1

7
8

1

1
1

9

1

10

1

11
12

1
1

13
14

1
1

1

15
Total

5

4

1

1

5

4

Appendix 2
Question 9 - In society/employment do you consider that we should continue to
increase the knowledge and understanding of stress and mental health issues?
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

yes
yes
yes
Without a doubt.
Yrs definitely, the more understanding of it the less stigmatic it will become.
Yes
Absolutely
Comments It’s essential people have opportunities and time to consider their
mental wellbeing and how they take responsibility for it.
9) Always. we should care for ourselves and others as a normal part of
wellbeing
10) Yes
11) Yes
12) Yes
13) yes- makes it less scary
14) Yes. We want to eliminate the stigma attached to people with mental health
issues.
15) Yes - it would save a lot of sick days if people were more informed and
received help to deal with issues.
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Appendix 3
Question 20 - Please add any other comments about the course:

1) None
2) enjoyed the day which has allowed me to reflect
3) I think the course was OK, however, it didn't really provide me with anything
new as such and therefore I probably didn't gain as much I hoped. I enjoyed
the Tai Chi and it was actually a great way of energising after sitting in the
same environment for prolonged periods. The room was uncomfortably hot
therefore I think it hindered participation.
4) I really enjoyed the training which have me a better understanding
5) Smaller group sessions and participatory techniques as an alternative to using
PowerPoints might have been useful. Would have been useful to do a
participatory review at the end of the morning and afternoon session to go
over what had been learnt – to embed the learning.
6) Would like the handouts
7) The course was busy and there was a lot to cover. i enjoyed the sessions
with Yennie that showed you how you could very quickly re-balance yourself
and relax by using breathing and/or movement and looking after your posture
8) I thoroughly enjoyed the course. I will use the personal resilience tool again
9) I understand that it was difficult to pitch level of training to the wide knowledge
base of the participants.
10) There was quite a lot of chatting in the room at times when others were
addressing the room. I've noticed this recently at other courses, not just this
one. It then makes it difficult to hear the speaker. Perhaps a point at the start
about not talking over others - seems simple but background noise does
affect learning for those who have hearing impairments. Otherwise good,
useful introductory information for people to begin to recognise issues within
themselves and colleagues. On a side note, perhaps in the future the trainer
could discourage attendees from referring to themselves as 'a bit OCD' when
they really mean a tendency for organisation/cleanliness. OCD is a serious,
debilitating condition that involves intrusive thoughts which can manifest
themselves in rituals. We should actively discourage people discussing OCD
as if it's a desired trait involving cleanliness as this increases stigma and
minimises the terrible experience those living with OCD face.
11) interesting as a worker and colleague, but not so relevant to practice
12) None
13) Well presented and a very informative course.
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Enjoyed/interesting day

Didn’t Learn anything
new

Too busy

Gained
Knowledge

No
handouts

1
2

1

3

1

4

1

5

1
1
1

6

1

7

1

8

1

1

1
1

9
10

1

11

1

1

12
13
Total

1
8

1
3

1

4
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